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by the Indian weaving industry; for the maximum allotment of
400,000,000 yards of piece-goods was some 179,000,000 yards less
than India's imports from Japan in the previous fiscal year. To that
extent the agreement might be counted an advantage to Lancashire
also. As the corresponding import of 1,500,000 bales of Indian
cotton was nearly 50 per cent, higher than the quantity bought by
Japan in the previous fiscal year, it is difficult at the first glance to
see where Japan benefited. It must be remembered, however, that
in this business 1932-3 had been a quite abnormal year, and that since
the end of the fiscal year the Indian tariff had been raised and the
Trade Convention denounced; Japan had therefore to look forward
possibly to a big reduction of her exports to India. Highly dependent,
as she was, on export markets, she accepted with some reluctance
a bargain that from her point of view was doubtless disagreeably
hard. The Osaka cotton boycott was withdrawn on the 8th January,
1934, and the Government of India thereupon put into operation
the terms of the agreement. On the 5th February, a Bill was
introduced in the Legislative Assembly giving effect both to the
Indo-Japanese agreement and to the pact between the representa-
tives of Bombay and of Lancashire. The agreement was finally
initialed on the 19th April.
Important as the specific terms of the agreement were, they were
not so important as the principles that were implied. For the first
time in her career as a member-nation of the British Commonwealth,
India had concluded an agreement with a foreign Power, on her own
behalf, through her own representatives, and in her own capital.
Even her separate membership of the League of Nations, and her
negotiations with other British countries at the Ottawa Conference,
were not such decisive symbols of her independent status. Again,
the agreement was the first attempt to cope with Japanese com-
mercial aggression by negotiation followed by deliberate regulation.
Still more vital, this agreement between two great industrial nations
embodied the principle of the quantitative quota, not as a means of
meeting the crisis, but as a permanent instrument of eco'nomic policy,
with all its necessary repercussions upon internal economic structure.
The Indo-Japanese agreement was thus far more than a bilateral
bargain; it was an international portent.
(i) the begeotestg of recovery
The year 1933 began with a new threat to an already disordered
international finance. In the last days of 1932 the Union of South
Africa, the fons if not the origo of the gold standard, suspended

